Date: February 1, 2012

To: Edison Class RK5 Fuse Customers

Subject: Edison “Bullet” Branded RK5 (ECNR/ECSR) Fuse Product Change Notice

Cooper Bussmann has decided to drop the Edison “Bullet” brand for its Edison Class RK5 fuse line. The Bullet branded labeling for the fuses in the RK5 line are now rebranded and labeled as “Edison” to simplify and increase brand recognition, and to be more aligned with the branding and labeling that has been used for the Edison RK1 fuse line.

This is a brand label change only. The fuses retain the same electrical and performance characteristics they had under the Bullet brand.

To minimize any confusion that may result, this letter addresses many questions that may arise regarding the Edison branded ECNR and ECSR products.

- The part numbering remains the same for the previous Bullet branded RK5 fuses and the new Edison branded RK5 fuses.
  - The 250Vac fuse part numbering system will remain ECNR followed by the amp rating
  - The 600Vac fuse part numbering system will remain ECSR followed by the amp rating.

- The new Edison branded/labeled Class RK5 fuses meet the same performance specifications as the Bullet branded/labeled RK5 fuses (time-current curves and any other previous studies) and are suitable substitutes for any Bullet labeled fuse with the same amp rating.

- During this transition period you may receive ECNR or ECSR fuses with the previous Bullet branded label or the new Edison branded label. The previous Bullet labeled fuses are still usable and should not be returned.

If you have any questions regarding this Product Change Notice, please contact your local Cooper Bussmann representative. Data Sheets with catalog numbers and technical information are available online at www.cooperbussmann.com/DatasheetsEdi.

Cordially,

Chris Gerlach
Associate Product Manager